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Hello everyone
Hello.
My name is Lembit and I am from
First thing‘s first – my name is Greta and
I‘m one of the new EVS volunteers here
Estonia. I will be leading the IT club
in GYE, Rustavi. I came all the way from
and helping out with everything Media
Lithuania and I am very excited to be
related. When I have some free time I
here, finally! Here, at the GYE I am
hope to discover the hidden treasures
of Georgia and make new friends (or as
leading Spanish language club and Engone of my first friends said ―brothers‖
lish conversation club. This year‘ Spanish
from another mother) at the same
language club is offered for beginners,
time. And of course, I want to improve
where we try to combine some basic
myself as a person.
Spanish along with some fun. English
conversation club has two groups – one
for intermediate speakers and the other
for advanced speakers. Join for Spanish
every Monday and Wednesday at 4 pm or
join me for either English class. English
conversation club for intermediate
speakers is on Tuesdays at 6 pm and
advanced group is every Wednesday at 6
pm. The autumn semester is coming to
an end, but feel free to join the clubs next
year, as we will continue the courses. I
am looking forward to meeting all of you!
We also have some plans for a few clubs
My name is
opening in February, so stay tuned!
Livia Bilasova and I came to Georgia
from the small but beautiful country of
Slovakia. Maybe you already know that
our countries, besides other things, both
have regions called Rača/Ratcha.
My responsibility at GYE is to lead
English club for beginners. I teach two
groups of Georgian youngsters how to
communicate in English language on a
basic level using non-formal educational
tools. It means that besides grammar
lectures we also have fun; we play games
and watch movies and videos.
I'm also responsible for updating GYE's
Facebook page so that you are always
informed about our organization's
events, clubs, and classes.
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YOUTH EXCHANGE
THE BRIDGE
Nowadays religious
barriers are stronger than ever
and dogmas are becoming
more vivid. No true integration
can take place unless we learn
to really LIVE and coexist
together. We need to have a
generation that respects and
tolerates individuals with
different ideologies and
mindsets. It‘s our nature to be
afraid and hostile
towards the unknown, and the
only way to change this is to
courageously explore this
‗unknown‘.

The project ―The Bridge‖ ,
which was supported by the
Erasmus+ program took the place
in Graz, Austria from 1st of
September till the 9th of
September. Participants were
from Austria, Egypt, Georgia,
Ireland, Lebanon and Turkey.
In this project they tackled those
issues by bringing together youth
with different religious backgrounds from different parts of the
world. Our goal was to reach
coexistence between those parties
in one environment, so that we
can increase the level of
communication and widen the
common grounds between them.

There were different kind
of activities during these 9 days.
Cultural evenings, talk shows
about religious issues in their
countries, simulation of a
parliament session, visits to
different religious places and
museums in Graz, hiking and a
flashmob. They created bridge
which had connected different
people to each other.
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YOUTH EXCHANGE
“LESS SMOKING MORE THINKING”
15.09.2014—23.09.2014
Young members of Association
―Georgian Youth for Europe‖ represented
the organization at the Youth Exchange (YE)
project ―Less Smoking More Thinking‖supported by the Portuguese National
Agency of Erasmus Plus program. The
Youth Exchange was the result of the Youth
Exchange ―Less Drinking More thinking‖
organized in Bakuriani, Georgia in February
2014. Both of the projects supported health
and healthy lifestyles among youngsters
from European and non European
countries.
YE ―less Smoking More Thinking‖
was organized by the association ―Cultural‖
from Setubal, Portugal. Project was
represented by the six countries .
Two Caucasian: Georgia, Armenia; 2 west
European: Portugal, Spain and 2 Balkan
Countries: Serbia and Croatia.
Everyone expected this exchange to
become one of the sweetest memories of the
participants‘ because they had chance to feel
and experience real Portugal with various
activities, excursions, city quests and
National evenings, which were also very
helpful in sharing cultures and traditions of
participant countries.
We want to say lot of thanks to the
organizers of the project and wish them big
success to their amazing work!
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TRAINING COURSE IN B ERLIN
"I FOLLOW DREAMS YOU CAN JOIN ME ANYTIME"
15.09.2014-25.09.2014
An international youth exchange ―I follow dreams
you can join me anytime‖ took place in Germany, Berlin,
at LOESJE organization. The youth exchange involved 36
participants from nine countries: Macedonia, Armenia,
Slovenia, Poland, Germany, Egypt, Palestine, Italy and
Georgia.
GYE was represented by 4 participants: Davit Gogsadze,
Givi Mazmishvili, Nino Lomidze and
Mariam Michilashvili. The adventure began with
wonderful surprises upon the participants‘ arrival to
Berlin and the fun continued on the first day of the project
as everyone got to know one another through games.
Members of LOESJE organization introduced the project plan to the participants and participants were
motivated during the entire project!
During these 10 days, every single participant had the opportunity to host his or her own
workshop while simultaneously working on making a film called, ―Film of Freedom‖. We had no boards
in our workshops. Participants had the chance to teach and share with each other what they liked the
most.
This project was full of a lot of interesting workshops, cultural evenings, and karaoke. Participants prepared food and cleaned dishes as a result, participants ate international food each night! Also,
the cooks taught others how to make certain dishes. Participants were trying to use their free time
efficiently by getting to know one another better. They had opportunity to see Berlin a few times. It was
the most beautiful experience for the Georgian team. They discovered a new culture, found new friends,
and experienced 10 unforgettable days.
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PARTNERSHIP BUILDING ACTIVITY IN
ESTONIA “ERASMUS IN ACTION”
28.09.2014-02.10.2014
Association ―Headest‖ celebrated
their 10 year anniversary with a big
international event. They organized a
very nice Partnership Building Activity
(PBA) called ―Erasmus in Action‖ where
they invited all their successful partners
from all over the world. GYE was the only
organization representing neighboring
countries among the 14 European
countries present.
The PBA seminar was really well
organized and all the participants spent
an unforgettable 3 days enjoying the
beautiful Estonian nature and awesome
people while sharing their motivation and
experience with each other.
Association ―Georgian Youth for
Europe‖ wishes one of the best partner
organizations in the world: ―Headest‖ a
Happy Birthday and many more
successful projects that will make the lives
of youth more colorful and active.
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GYE CLUBS
From October 12th 2014 GYE started activities with new clubs which are led by the
European EVS and local Georgian volunteers. All the clubs are very popular and interesting
for different ages and interest groups of the participants. Youngsters have the opportunity to
develop their language abilities, learn English at different levels, and be exposed to Spanish
and Russian languages and cultures.
In addition to the language clubs, there is Art Club which welcomes youngsters to
develop their art skills with practical learning using recycled materials. Some of the most
useful classes are given on Friday, youngsters learn about healthy lifestyle issues by Georgian
medical students who give very detailed presentations. Also on Fridays, a Georgian Political
Science student leads discussions on human rights in the Human Rights Club.
The Movie Club fills a need: our city has no cinema. So, those who like watching movies
have the chance to see world films and masterpieces and discuss with each other about movie
idea, roles and other interesting details.
The IT Club, which is led by Lembit, an experienced Estonian volunteer, gives
participants a huger amount of information
with practical elements and workshops which
will be useful of everyone‘s daily life in 21st
century which require knowledge of
technology.
Hurry up and don‘t miss GYE‘s
Refreshed clubs!
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TRAINING COURSE IN BERLIN
CREATIVE SPACE STRATEGIES
The Training Course: Creative Space
Strategies organized by Erasmus+ program
took place in Strausberg, Germany from the
15th of October until the 26th. The main idea
of this training course was to respond to the
need of young people to gain visibility in
public space and to increase their influence
and impact in the formation of public
opinion and in the sphere of the political
discourse.
Young people and youth workers
from different program and partner
countries were invited to discuss, rethink
and put in action the relationship between
youth and public space and the chances of
youth to participate in political, social and
cultural processes in their respective
countries. Also participants could
investigate existing space strategies as they
exist in different cultural fields like city
planning, architecture, arts, creative
activism, urban interventions in their legal
and illegal manifestations etc. and
transform them into strong tools and
methods of efficient youth work capable of
creating new opportunities and new spaces
for motivation, activation and participation
of young people in different countries and
in the process of formation of a democratic
European identity.

Experts including political actors,
scientific actors, cultural and educational
practitioners led several sessions. Also we
had a lot of practical workshops, which were
useful in understanding how to work more
effectively in the public sphere.
Each of us is thankful to the hosting
organization FUSION-Intercultural Projects
Berlin and Kulturlabor Trial&Error for such
a productive Training course.
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YOUTH EXCHANGE
MULTI CULTURE - UNITED SOULS
26/10 – 02/11 Vilaka, Latvia
Under the "Erasmus Plus" Program, GYE has
implemented a ―Youth exchange‖ Project called
―Multi Culture - United souls‖, where 18 people
participated from 3 different countries: Georgia,
Estonia and Latvia.
The project was about cultural differences
and similarities. Each country had one day to
present their county's traditions. The project started
in a very interesting way. Participants learned the
importance of teamwork and good leadership while
playing―Ice breaking ‖ and ―Team building‖ games.
Also they had a good trip in Rezekne, in order to
better introduce Latvian culture and values. It is
very nice city. They also visited Balkan mountain.

During the project participants preapared
traditional songs and dances. They were
preparing for the concert which happened the last
day for local inhabitants; it was very interesting
for all involved. They had oppostunities to share
their cultures.
They exchanged their own experiences and
shared ideas about those topics. We found many
similarities between the countyies and at the same
time many differences. This was a great source of
personal development and a personal inspiration
for each of the participants.
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YOUTH EXCHANGE
“BLUEBEARD AND MONSTER”

From the 5th to the 14th of November
Association Georgian Youth for Europe
organized a youth exchange project entitled,
―Bluebeard and Monster‖ about gender and
domestic violence issues under the Erasmus
Plus program, financed by the Estonian
National Agency.
This project took place in the Georgian
mountain resort-Bakuriani. Ice melted
unbelievably quickly and participants from
Estonia, Hungary, Azerbaijan and Georgia
become very close from the very beginning of
the project. The atmosphere was nice and
friendly from beginning to end and the topic
touched everyone deeply. Participants really
delved deeply into the discussions and
activities.
The special charm of the project was the
mix of theoretical and practical activities, such
as learning self-defense techniques of Boxing
and Karate.

Under the project there were several
excursions and study visits, participants had
the chance to go to the local Police Station and
hear the situation from the head of the
Bakuriani Police, who answered all the
questions related to the domestic and gender
violence issues in this area. This is also where
participant got relevant statistics.
Time went very quickly and the final
event was organized in Tbilisi, at one of the
most famous traditional restaurants
―Mravalzhamieri‖ with Georgian folk dance
shows. After 8 days, it was difficult to say good
bye, but with lot of tears we hope that one day
we will manage to meet each other somewhere
in the world.
Special thanks to all participants and
partner organizations for creating and
implementing such a useful and productive
youth exchange project.
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MEMBER?

If you are interested in leading a club or being a
participant? If so, come and register to be a GYE
member.
Contact achiko@gye.ge for details.
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CHECK OUT GYE ON
YOUTUBE
Although GYE has had a YouTube page for
quite some time, recently, GYE
volunteers and the youth exchange
participants have really updated the site.
There are a number of great videos that you
should see, not just because they‘re creative,
but also to chronicle the work that GYE and
its partners have done together this year.
Go ahead check us out!
You know you want to!

ASSOCIATION “GEORGIAN YOUTH FOR EUROPE”
Georgian Youth For Europe is an non-governmental organization that was established on the
25th of December 2006. The organization is based in Rustavi City, in the Kvemo Kartli Region of
Eastern Georgia.
GYE promotes learning through peer-education training and workshops on art and management;
healthy lifestyles by organizing outdoor activities, hobby clubs, first aid courses; democratic principles
by offering work shops on human rights; environmentally-conscious behavior by raising public
awareness about environmental issues through yard clean-up campaigns, after-school programs on
environmental problems.

Georgian Youth for Europe
Rustavi 3700 Georgia
georgianyouth@gmail.com
www.gye.ge
Facebook
EVS Rustavi Blog
Youtube

Bulldozer Editors
September-November 2014
Christine Robinson, Lembit
Mets and Livia Bilasova

